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ABSTRACT 
Alternative (alt) text provides access to descriptions of digital im-
ages for people who use screen readers. While prior work studied 
screen reader users’ (SRUs’) preferences about alt text and automatic 
alt text (i.e., alt text generated by artificial intelligence), little work 
examined the alt text author’s experience composing or editing 
these descriptions. We built two types of prototype interfaces for 
two tasks: authoring alt text and providing feedback on automatic 
alt text. Through combined interview-usability testing sessions 
with alt text authors and interviews with SRUs, we tested the effec-
tiveness of our prototypes in the context of Microsoft PowerPoint. 
Our results suggest that authoring interfaces that support authors 
in choosing what to include in their descriptions result in higher 
quality alt text. The feedback interfaces highlighted considerable 
differences in the perceptions of authors and SRUs regarding “high-
quality” alt text. Finally, authors crafted significantly lower quality 
alt text when starting from the automatic alt text compared to start-
ing from a blank box. We discuss the implications of these results 
on applications that support alt text. 
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• Human-centered computing → Accessibility technologies; 
Accessibility systems and tools. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
People often use images to convey information in social, work, and 
educational settings. Therefore, it is important to ensure that the 
285 million people worldwide who have visual impairments [16] 
have equitable access to the content of images. When accessing 
digital content (e.g., on the internet or in applications), many peo-
ple with visual impairments use a screen reader, a tool that reads 
aloud formatted content on the screen to allow for consumption 
in non-visual formats. When the screen reader focuses on an im-
age, the screen reader user (SRU)1 can issue a command to read 
the alternative (alt) text metadata associated with the image. The 
alt text serves the “equivalent purpose” as the image and should 
contain “the content and function of the images within your web 
[or document] content” [22, 25]. 

Creating high-quality alt text is challenging. Two main sources 
of alt text – humans and AI captioning systems – both have flaws 
that cause the alt text to fall short of SRUs’ preferences. Human-
generated alt text can be very high quality and accurate. However, 
many content authors do not take the time to provide alt text 
[8, 11, 24], and when they do, the alt text can have quality variance 
due to authors’ understanding of quality alt text. On the other hand, 
AI captioning systems can be called on demand with an image as 
input, but often suffer from quality issues; these issues range from 
comical inaccuracies (e.g., describing a tree as “food”), to incomplete 
texts (e.g., calling the Taj Mahal a building), to offensive errors (e.g., 
classifying a human as an animal). 

Our work investigates how to improve alt text quality and author 
engagement with alt text in the context of Microsoft PowerPoint2 , 
a tool to create slides that often include images. Prior work has 
mainly focused on 1) alt text content and what should be described 
[15, 19, 20, 26, 28]; 2) different methods of presenting alt text to 
SRUs [13, 14, 17, 29]; and 3) a web/social media context [8–10, 
12, 27]. Investigation of alt text in document authoring tools like 
PowerPoint is understudied [6, 19]. Few works study the alt text 
creation process or feedback interfaces for the alt text despite 1) 
existing research detailing the challenges and time spent on creating 
alt text [8]; 2) statistics around the overall lack of alt text associated 
with images [24]; and 3) research detailing the error rates and other 
quality issues with automatic alt text [7, 12]. Our work makes novel 

1Note that not all people who use screen readers also identify as blind or low vision. 
However, in this paper, when we say SRU, we are referring to people who are blind or 
low vision and use a screen reader. 
2Though our work focuses on the PowerPoint context, our findings can extend to 
other authoring interfaces that include images. 
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contributions to this under-explored space by improving the alt 
text authoring experience and creating feedback mechanisms for 
automatic alt text. 

We created two types of interfaces: (1) authoring interfaces, de-
signed to support authors in writing high-quality alt text quickly 
and easily; and (2) feedback interfaces, designed to effectively gather 
author feedback on automatic alt text (throughout this paper, we 
use the term automatic alt text to refer to alt text that was generated 
by a machine or artificial intelligence). We harness insights gained 
from prior work regarding difficulties authors encountered when 
authoring alt text: authors often do not know what to include or 
they are constrained by time in authoring [8]. We also build on 
the idea of scaffolding author alt text with templates, which has 
been studied in the context of graphs and memes [9, 13]. To our 
knowledge, interfaces that facilitate the critique or correction of 
automatic alt text in authoring tools have not been studied. To 
test our new interface designs, we performed study sessions that 
combined interview and usability testing with 12 alt text authors, 
half of whom had prior experience writing alt text. 

We sought end-user expertise to validate if the alt text gener-
ated with our interface designs matched user expectations and 
preferences. Therefore, we conducted a second study with six SRU 
participants. In these interviews we sought to understand their alt 
text preferences and presentation styles. Specifically, we explored 
what “high-quality alt text” means to these participants. In these 
sessions, we also showed SRUs the data generated by our interface 
designs, and we discussed the alt text quality and effectiveness of 
our interfaces. 

Our work makes three main contributions. First, we present 
the outcomes of our study of four interface designs for author-
ing alt text and providing feedback. These findings suggest that 
authors with different alt text authoring experience preferred dif-
ferent amounts of scaffolding, but all appreciated some additional 
support. Our findings around the interfaces for providing feedback 
about automatic alt text revealed a gap in the perceptions of au-
thors and SRUs regarding high-quality alt text. Second, we discuss 
SRU opinions of high-quality alt text and automatic alt text. These 
findings highlight the importance of context for effective alt text, 
which can be challenging for anyone but the author of a document 
to know. Finally, we examine how the presence or absence of auto-
matic alt text affects the engagement with and quality of alt text. 
Specifically, we saw evidence of authors viewing automatic alt text 
as a “gold standard” of quality rather than a last resort description 
of an image. 

2 RELATED WORK 
Our research builds on literature relating to automatic alt text and 
alt text authoring interfaces. 

2.1 Guidelines and Design Suggestions for Alt 
Text 

Alt text is a metadata field associated with an image that “serves 
the equivalent purpose” as the image, according to WCAG 2.0’s 
A level (required) criteria [22]. W3C further lists seven classes of 
images and the content that should comprise associated alt text [23]. 
While decorative images should receive no alt text, other classes 

of images like “informative” should receive a “short description 
conveying the essential information presented by the image.” At 
an intermediary level, there are “functional” images (e.g., images 
serving as buttons) that should only convey the functionality of the 
icon. Other groups, like the Diagram Center, classify images based 
on content type rather than purpose, like diagram, graph, photo, 
and art [5]. This group offers further considerations for alt text 
in general including how to incorporate context, tone, language, 
and objectivity [4]. Understanding the proper content to include 
in alt text is non-trivial; indeed, W3C provides a decision tree to 
help authors select information to include [21]. However, existing 
alt text interfaces do not expose the complexities of image classes 
impacting alt text content. 

While consumer technologies only provide a single text field for 
alt text, research prototypes have investigated alternative methods 
and structures for presenting alt text. Morris et al. characterized 
the design space for alt text along five dimensions: interactivity, 
stability, representation, structure, and personalization [14]. They 
further suggested the designs for six alt text consumption expe-
riences that engage with these five dimensions in different ways, 
and tested three with SRUs. Results highlighted the potential of 
richer representations of alt text as well as the diversity in SRU 
preferences. Several research prototypes have implemented alt text 
interfaces similar to these suggested designs, including overlaying 
alt text spatially on the image [17] and providing options to query 
alt text for further detail [29]. 

2.2 Automatic Alt Text in the Web and 
Commercial Products 

Creating high-quality, accurate automatic alt text is a complex and 
challenging problem that draws upon the fields of computer vision 
and natural language processing. In an effort to be more accessi-
ble, several commercial platforms have incorporated automatic alt 
text. For example, PowerPoint recently announced an update to 
its automatic captioning system of images in slides [18]. Further, 
Microsoft Research released CaptionCrawler, a tool that uses image 
recognition to search for copies of an image on the Internet, which 
may have alt text that can be repurposed [11]. Looking to social 
media platforms, Facebook developed an automatic alt text feature, 
which provides a list of tags of items identified in an image, starting 
with people, then objects, and then elements of the setting [27]. 
Recently, researchers created “Twitter A11y,” a browser extension 
that implements six methods of adding alt text to images without 
captions on Twitter [10]. Each of these features makes strides to-
wards improving alt text coverage on their respective platforms. 
However, questions related to author interaction with or review of 
automatic alt text are increasingly important given its growing use, 
and thus require further investigation. 

Though these automatic tools allow for the captioning of consid-
erably more images on these platforms, accuracy is not guaranteed. 
Moreover, most platforms do not surface a confidence rating or 
multiple likely versions of alt text for an image. Without this in-
formation, SRUs are left questioning the accuracy, and therefore 
reliability of automatically generated captions, sometimes falsely 
overestimating the accuracy. With two studies, MacLeod et al. ex-
plored how blind or low vision (BLV) individuals experience these 
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automatic captions for social media images [12]. They found that 
BLV individuals often attempted to rationalize odd, incorrect cap-
tions. Even alt text that is accurate but unclear can be similarly 
problematic. For example, in a CVPR panel with blind researchers 
and a disability activist, a panelist commented that Facebook’s alt 
text, comprising a list of keywords, can be too vague to be useful 
[7, 19]. Another panelist in this session commented that “not all 
errors are created equal” in automatic captioning, referring to the 
fact that errors made with respect to sensitive characteristics for 
minoritized individuals (e.g., mis-classifying a transgender person’s 
gender, failing to recognize someone with dark skin) are partic-
ularly harmful. Further research on the subject of photographee 
identities revealed a preference for inclusion of identity-based infor-
mation (e.g., gender, race), but only if the alt text author knows how 
the photographee identifies [1]. When the identity is not known, 
the paper recommends the use of “appearance based” (e.g., “uses a 
cane,” “person with dark skin”) language rather than “identity based” 
language (e.g., “a disabled, black man”). In this paper, we use appear-
ance based language, as we do not know how the photographees 
shown in our study identify. 

2.3 Alt Text Authoring 
While understanding SRU preferences for alt text is critical, it is 
also important to understand authors’ experiences in creating alt 
text. Gleason et al. asked 20 participants about their alt text habits 
on Twitter [8]. The most common reasons for not including alt 
text were the process taking too long or forgetting to add it. These 
results suggest further work needs to investigate the creation of alt 
text interfaces that reduce the time and complexity of creating alt 
text while highlighting what should be included given an image 
type. 

A few research projects have investigated ways to improve the 
alt text authoring process, mainly through the creation of templates. 
Morash et al. investigated the benefits of providing alt text templates 
for different styles of graphs [13], while Gleason et al. provided 
similar templates for writing alt text for memes [9]. Both of these 
solutions utilize the common structures present in these types of 
images (e.g., bar charts often have a title, an x-axis, etc., memes 
are often image templates). The use of templates in other, less 
homogeneous scenarios and contexts is not fully explored. Our 
work innovates in the alt text creation space, with an emphasis on 
understanding and improving the authoring experience. We expand 
upon prior ideas of chart or meme templates by creating more 
general templates, and we develop a new interface that informs 
alt text authors about important information to include in alt text. 
Moreover, informed by SRUs’ experience with automatic alt text 
and its prevalence in real-world tools, we developed two prototypes 
to allow alt text authors to provide feedback on automatic alt text. 

3 INTERFACE DESIGNS 
Based on prior work and our team’s experience, we re-imagined 
two core tasks for PowerPoint authors regarding alt text: 1) creating 
alt text and 2) providing feedback about the quality of automatic alt 
text. We recognized that the type of an image (e.g., a photograph, a 
screenshot) can affect what information is integral to the alt text; 
therefore, we adopted mutability of interfaces as a guiding principle 

in our designs. After examining images from real-world PowerPoint 
slides, we developed four interface prototypes to support authors: 
two for authoring alt text and two for providing feedback about 
automatic alt text. 

3.1 Two Broad Types of Images 
Prior work highlights that different features of an image are im-
portant for alt text depending on the content in the image and its 
broader context [13, 19]. Consequently, we realized that interface 
designs that provide scaffolding and support for authors need to 
vary based on the type of image. We selected two broad categories 
of images, supported by prior work [9, 13, 19] that have different 
alt text content: photographs and non-photographs. While images 
are diverse in many dimensions outside this binary, we selected 
these two as a proof of concept dichotomy to test our customizable 
interfaces. Additionally, this dichotomy is realistic for implemen-
tation purposes, as machine learning could feasibly differentiate a 
photograph from a non-photograph. 

Photographs. These images are photos from the real world 
without significant digital editing (i.e., they still look like photos), 
see Figure 1a. Photographs include photos of scenes, people, and 
other objects. 

Non-photographic images (non-photographs). These images 
are digitally created. Often, their purpose is to convey information, 
see Figure 1b. Non-photographs include graphs, tables, maps, and 
screenshots of documents and user interfaces. We selected this 
category because of the unique information requirements that need 
to be conveyed in the alt text, as opposed to describing the aesthetic, 
visual features of a photograph. Alt text authors need to describe 
the key informational pieces of non-photographs like headers, titles, 
names, words, and data sources. 

In our user studies, we included images from both of these cate-
gories to ensure our interface designs supported both. While each 
of these categories can be further subdivided (e.g., non-photographs 
can be divided into screenshots, graphs, diagrams, etc.), we leave 
this for future work. 

3.2 Alt Text Authoring Interfaces 
We designed two interfaces to aid authors in creating alt text 
through multiple rounds of design iteration. As our primary goal 
was to increase the quality of the final alt text generated by an 
author, we surfaced “suggestions” for what to include in the alt text 
in both interface variants. Our two classes of images required differ-
ent characteristics in their alt text, and thus we included different 
suggestions as summarized in Table 1. 

We varied the amount of structure provided to the author in 
the two authoring interface variants. In the free-form interface 
(Figure 2a), the suggestions were presented as a bulleted list added 
above the existing PowerPoint alt text interface. In the template 
interface (Figure 2b), each prompt was listed separately followed 
by a text box to respond to that prompt. To generate the final 
alt text from the template interface, we experimented with two 
ways of combining the responses in the separate text boxes: 1) 
we concatenated the text boxes together with spaces and 2) we 
listed the text box responses in the form: “prompt: text box content.” 
For example, one alt text generated in this method was “Subject: 
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(a) Photographs (b) Non-photographs 

Figure 1: Examples of the two classes of images. 

Table 1: The suggestions provided for what to include in the alt text for two classes of images. 

Photographs Non-photographs 

• A description of the subject(s) in detail 
• The main action or interactions between subjects 
• The setting or background 
• Anything else that is important for users [SRUs] to 
take away from this image 

• The type of image (e.g., bar chart, screenshot of an 
application) 

• The key information in the image (e.g., names, headers) 
• The main takeaway from the image you want conveyed 
• Anything else that is important for SRUs to take away 
from this image 

individual sitting at table drinking coffee. Actions: smiling looking 
at camera. Setting: table and plant.” 

3.3 Automatic Alt Text Feedback Interfaces 
We created two interfaces for authors to provide feedback about the 
automatic alt text for an image. They varied in two aspects: 1) how 
the input was provided and 2) location of the interface. The first 
interface, check box feedback (Figure 2c), used a set of four check 
boxes to ask if alt text was acceptable, unacceptable, offensive, 
or required “other” feedback. This last field allowed for textual 
explanations. This interface was appended to the bottom of the 
current alt text editing pane in PowerPoint. The second interface, 
icon feedback (Figure 2d), featured a thumbs up, thumbs down, and 
flag icon. Each icon had a tool tip, made visible on mouse over, that 
described the function of the icon: acceptable, unacceptable, and 
offensive, respectively. This interface was displayed directly below 
the image in the slide. 

4 METHOD: TWO STUDIES 
This paper presents the results of two complementary studies: (1) 
interview and usability testing sessions with 12 sighted authors and 
(2) interviews with six Screen Reader Users (SRUs), all of whom 
were blind or low vision. Both of these studies were approved by 
our organization’s Institutional Review Board. 

4.1 Author Interviews and Usability Testing 
Our first study was for alt text authors and consisted of two phases. 
The first phase was an interview about their experience with alt 
text and the second phase was usability testing on our authoring 
and feedback interface designs. 

4.1.1 Participants. We advertised our study to internal mailing 
lists at our organization, a U.S.-based institution comprising in-
formation workers who commonly use PowerPoint, asking those 
interested to submit a form that asked for demographic and back-
ground information. Additionally, those interested in participating 
were required to submit at least one PowerPoint deck they had 
created, containing at least five images. These images would be 
utilized in the second phase of this first study with alt text authors. 
Each PowerPoint submitted corresponded to one entry for a raffle 
for a gift card. Those who participated in an optional hour-long 
interview were also compensated with a $25 gift card. 

Because our usability testing phase utilized images from our 
participants’ PowerPoints, we strategically selected a subset of the 
raffle entrants to interview to increase diversity of our sample, first 
prioritizing based on experience with alt text to ensure we had 
both novices and experienced alt text authors. To validate if our 
“suggestions” for the two image classes were suitable for a diverse 
image set, when looking for diverse images, we prioritized people 
whose PowerPoints had both photographs and non-photographs. 
Additionally, we selected images to increase diversity within image 
classes. For example, if a person had a unique diagram unlike any 
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(a) The free-form authoring interface 
that appears in the current alt text pane. 

(b) The template authoring interface. 

(c) The checkbox feedback interface that 
appears in the current alt text pane. 

(d) The icon feedback interface that appears 
in the slide near the image. 

Figure 2: Interface variations that we tested with alt text authors: authoring interfaces (top) and feedback interfaces (bottom). 

images of other participants, we selected that image to appear in 
the study. 

We selected 12 participants; four identified as men and eight as 
women. The mean age was 41.5 (SD = 9.3), ranging between 25 and 
59. With respect to experience with PowerPoint, three participants 
created or edited a PowerPoint deck daily, six weekly, and three 
monthly. When asked to rank their experience with alt text, three 
participants did not know anything about alt text, three knew what 
alt text was but had never added it in PowerPoint, five sometimes 
added alt text to images in PowerPoint, and one almost always 
added alt text to images in PowerPoint. 

4.1.2 Study Material. We prepared interactive interface prototypes, 
using ReactJS, for the second (usability testing) phase of the study. 
We customized the interfaces for each participant to utilize their 
own images from their submitted PowerPoints; eight images were 
shown in total. By showing their own images, we wanted to allow 
participants to pull on their knowledge of the image’s purpose and 
slide context. We also wanted each participant to experience images 
of both classes (photograph and non-photograph) with each proto-
type. Therefore, if there were not enough images of one of the two 

types in the PowerPoints submitted by the participant, we inserted 
a public domain image that we selected of the correct type (e.g., if 
one person was short on non-photographs, we gave them a screen-
shot of a map). Four participants required one replacement image 
and two required two. In addition, to compare alt text generated 
across participants, we included an image of a young-looking adult 
with light brown skin and curly black hair with glasses smiling at 
the camera with an espresso in hand for all participants. 

4.1.3 Procedure. The study consisted of two phases (Figure 3-top) 
and took place in one hour on a video conferencing platform (due 
to the COVID-19 pandemic). The first phase comprised a short 
interview about the participant’s role at Microsoft, their experience 
with PowerPoint, what they know about alt text and automatic alt 
text, and experience creating alt text. 

Then, in the second (usability testing) phase, participants were 
asked to visit a website hosting the designs we created and share 
their screen to allow us to examine their workflow. The usability 
testing phase included three tasks: 1) authoring alt text with the 
current PowerPoint interface to serve as a control, 2) authoring 
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Phase 1: Interview

Phase 1:

Interview
(~10 minutes)

Phase 2: Usability Testing

Phase 2: Interview

Task 1: Author alt text 

with PowerPoint interface 

with and without 

automatic alt text

Task 3: Provide feedback on automatic alt text 

by marking it as acceptable or unacceptable

Task 2: Author alt text with two new interfaces 
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alt text as acceptable or unacceptable
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Figure 3: The study procedure that was followed for alt text author-participants (top) and SRU participants (bottom). Alt text 
authors began with a short background interview. They then performed usability testing with three tasks. The first for all 
participants was a control condition: authoring alt text in the current PowerPoint interface with and without automatic alt 
text. Task 2 was to author alt text using our two authoring interface designs. Task 3 was to judge the quality of automatic 
alt text for images using our two feedback interfaces. The order of interfaces shown in Tasks 2 and 3 were counterbalanced. 
The order of Tasks 2 and 3 were also counterbalanced across participants. SRUs had two-part interviews. In phase one, they 
discussed current use and opinions of alt text and automatic alt text. In phase two, they judged the quality of alt text that was 
generated by author-participants. In this phase, they also judged automatic alt text quality as acceptable or unacceptable. 

alt text with two new interface designs, and 3) providing feedback 
about automatic alt text using another two interface designs. 

Participants authored alt text with several interfaces for Tasks 1 
and 2. Every session started with Task 1: authors composed alt text 
for four images using a replica of the PowerPoint interface where 
the text editing box was first blank and then pre-filled with Power-
Point’s automatic alt text (Figure 4). For Task 2, authors generated 
alt text for three images with the two new interfaces, the free-form 
and template variants (Figure 2a and 2b). We counterbalanced the 
order in which participants saw these two interfaces in Task 2. Two 
images were held constant across all interface variants (a photo-
graph of a young person drinking coffee, which was the same for 
all participants, and one non-photograph from a participant’s own 
slides); the rest were unique to each interface (eight unique images 
total). In Task 3, participants used the feedback interfaces to judge 
the automatic alt text quality for four images in each interface. The 
order in which participants completed Tasks 2 (authoring) and 3 
(feedback) were counterbalanced, as were the order in which the 
interface variants were displayed in tasks 2 and 3. 

In each task, the alt text generated and interactions performed 
were logged to a server for later analysis. After participants fin-
ished interacting with an interface, we discussed its advantages 
and disadvantages. We concluded by asking which interface they 
preferred for each task. 

4.2 Screen Reader User Interviews 
4.2.1 Participants. We recruited employees at Microsoft who use 
screen readers by reaching out to disability-focused email lists. In 

total, we interviewed six SRUs: three men and three women. Their 
mean age was 38.8 (SD = 12.2), ranging between 26 and 54. All 
participants had experience using PowerPoint and alt text, and 
characterized their vision status as blind except one, who char-
acterized themselves as low vision. The screen readers they used 
varied depending on platform and the task at hand and included 
VoiceOver, TalkBack, NVDA, Jaws, Microsoft Narrator, and a cus-
tomized system. With respect to other assistive technologies used 
in computer usage, one participant used hearing aids and another 
used enlarged font sizes. 

4.2.2 Procedure. In the second study, an hour-long interview via 
a video call, we interviewed our participants about their use of, 
experience with, and opinions of alt text across different contexts 
(Figure 3-bottom). We specifically asked about alt text in Power-
Point and opinions of using automatic versus human-authored alt 
text in the first phase of the interview. In the second phase, we 
sought to understand our interviewee’s opinions of our alt text 
authoring interfaces and the alt text that was generated using those 
interfaces. We utilized the alt text generated in Tasks 1 and 2 during 
our alt text author usability testing study. We asked our SRU inter-
viewees to rank multiple versions of alt text for a single image. The 
alt texts included the automatic alt text generated by PowerPoint 
and all of the alt texts for that image that an author interviewee 
generated with different interfaces. SRU participants were not told 
how the alt texts were generated. This process was repeated for 
three to four images per interviewee (depending on time). The im-
ages were randomly selected from our author interviews, though 
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Figure 4: PowerPoint’s current alt text editing pane. The text in the box on the right is automatically generated by an AI system. 
It was pre-populated in the text box before the pane was opened. 

we did ensure that at least one person with more and one person 
with less alt text authoring experience was selected. We also asked 
participants to note if each alt text created was “acceptable” or not, 
which allowed us to compare SRU and alt text author views about 
the quality of automatically created alt text. After ranking the alt 
texts, we revealed the prompts that were provided to authors for 
the two images and asked SRUs if they thought any were missing 
or unnecessary. 

4.3 Analysis 
Our analysis consisted of two parts: analysis of the interview tran-
scripts and analysis of the alt text generated by participants. To 
analyze the interview transcripts (both author and SRU), we per-
formed thematic analysis, using an inductive approach but recog-
nizing the reflexive nature of our analysis given the researchers’ 
deep familiarity with alt text [2, 3]. In conducting our thematic 
analysis, we had three main research questions of interest: 1) what 
are author views of alt text and alt text authoring, 2) what are SRU 
preferences for what to include in alt text, and 3) what are authors’ 
and SRUs’ opinions of our interface designs and the resulting alt 
text. The lead author first reviewed all of the transcripts, extracting 
key information around these topics as well as other salient topics 
that emerged through the interviews (e.g., authors’ views of the 
purpose of the automatic alt text). From this information, they then 
developed a set of codes which were grouped into themes. Two 
authors discussed these codes and broader themes and applied them 
to one randomly selected, full interview to verify the validity and 
completeness of the code book. The lead author applied the final 
set of codes to all transcripts. 

We also wanted to assess and quantify the quality of the alt 
text generated by interviewees. We adopted an existing four-point 
scale to judge quality of the information presented in alt text from 
1 (irrelevant or inaccurate) to 4 (“almost everything is described 
... including information that might not be immediately apparent 
visually”) [8]. Two authors independently ranked each alt text gen-
erated on this scale, and in the 30% of cases where they did not 

agree, a third author independently ranked the alt text, and the 
median value was selected. 

5 RESULTS 
Our findings contribute to understanding what makes quality alt 
text and how different interface designs can affect alt text quality. 
First, SRUs discussed what traits and information characterize high 
quality alt text; authors shared their views of alt text and their 
experience generating it. Second, we present the views from alt text 
author and SRU towards automatic alt text quality. We found that 
the perspectives of these two groups often do not match. Finally, 
we describe the impacts of our interface variations: small changes 
to the interface can affect willingness to edit alt text and alt text 
quality. We denote the author and SRU participants with the format 
A# and SRU#, respectively. 

5.1 Current Understanding of Alt Text 
We first asked about basic alt text preferences and challenges with 
SRU and author participants. SRUs highlighted that certain charac-
teristics like accuracy, completeness, use of natural language, and 
conciseness are key to high-quality alt text. Accuracy was widely 
viewed as the most important factor, but SRUs varied in the prior-
itization of conciseness and use of natural language. While most 
authors were familiar with alt text’s purpose, they often found 
authoring alt text challenging and they were unsure of what to 
include. 

5.1.1 Screen reader user preferences. Our SRU participants dis-
cussed the key characteristics of high- and low-quality alt text, 
which varied based on personal preference. Certain characteristics 
including accuracy and completeness were critical for alt text re-
gardless of image type. Accuracy refers to the fact that there is no 
wrong information in the alt text. Completeness was described 
as including all important aspects of an image for the context. Alt 
text that was too vague was unacceptable. For example, SRU3 com-
mented on the lack of detail in a common automatic alt text in 
PowerPoint: “[The] most annoying one is like ‘screenshot of a cell 
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phone’ ... OK, I know that’s kind of what it looks like, but that doesn’t 
help.” Conciseness was another quality that all but one of our par-
ticipants preferred in alt text, as SRU3 explains: “Being concise is also 
important, ’cause particularly when you’re using a linear medium, 
like speech synthesis, you want to get the most information in the least 
[space] without any waste.” Four SRUs listed descriptiveness or level 
of detail as key qualities of good alt text, and two commented on 
the use of natural, flowing language3 improving the quality of alt 
text. However, no participant prioritized naturalness of language 
over completeness, with two participants specifically stating that 
completeness is more important. 
Descriptiveness vs. Conciseness. Oftentimes, descriptiveness and 
conciseness are in opposition. For example, when we asked SRU 
participants to rank versions of alt text for a picture of a person 
sitting with coffee, the two most popular versions were: “A woman 
with curly black hair, glasses, and a green sweater sits in a coffee 
shop or office. She has a cup of espresso in one hand, a saucer in 
front of her. She is leaning on one arm and looking at the camera, 
smiling slightly.” and “a young lady looking at the camera sitting 
down drinking a cappuccino.” Three participants preferred the for-
mer (more detailed) and two preferred the latter (concise). SRU3 
and SRU4 agreed that conciseness is important, but they prioritized 
completeness or descriptiveness of the image over conciseness, as 
SRU4 explained: “Probably like, on the [over-doing it] side. Just be-
cause I can always choose to skip that or, you know, consume whatever 
I want to as opposed to not having that information.” Overall, our 
participants were distributed across the spectrum of preferring very 
concise to very detailed alt text, suggesting that a one-size-fits-all 
alt text for an image may not be the best solution. 
Important information. Participants listed key types of informa-
tion that should be included in alt text, which varied based on image 
type. For photographs, participants were interested in knowing spe-
cific names of people and places, and personal characteristics of 
people like age, gender, and race. Participants listed more criteria 
for non-photographs, which several participants commented are 
more critical in the context of PowerPoint than photographs. SRU1 
commented that graphs are critical to their productivity in their 
job: “This is why you don’t see a lot of persons with disability going 
into very highly technical profession because of a lot of graphical 
illustration ... are very, very inaccessible still.” Half of participants 
commented that trends or summaries of the takeaway for charts 
or graphs should be included, while SRU4 suggested that linking 
to the data-source to allow for self-investigation would be helpful. 
Indeed, SRU2 noted that they work on a data analysis-focused team, 
and they often turned to the raw data used to generate a plot if it 
has no or poor quality alt text. SRU3 commented that the level of 
detail required for non-photographs can be overwhelming if forced 
into a single string, suggesting that a more complex, structured 
datatype could be useful. Different characteristics are important to 
include in the alt text depending on image type; particularly for 
non-photographs, adding more guidance and structure to alt text 
may be beneficial. 

3Some captions used by popular platforms include lists of tags in the alt text as 
opposed to a grammatically correct sentence. An example of this type of alt text from 
PowerPoint is “A picture containing swimming, table, blue, bird.” 

Regardless of image type, several participants mentioned the 
importance of context in alt text. Half of participants mentioned 
that the purpose an image serves in a given PowerPoint must be 
included in the alt text, with SRU1 repeatedly questioning: “Why 
[does] the author of that article or that piece of collateral choose this 
image? How is it relevant to what I’m reading?” In other contexts, 
like in interface design projects, very visual details (e.g., layout) can 
be key. Further, three participants mentioned it being difficult to 
judge the quality of alt text without knowing the broader context 
of why that image was used. It seems, then, that context is key 
for deciding what should be included in alt text as well as when 
judging if the alt text is satisfactory. 
Non-desirable information. Some types of information were not 
desired in alt text by SRUs. For example, SRU4 explained that some-
times more descriptions of visual elements could be unnecessary 
for them, “Oh my God, I like, I don’t care about the color ... They go 
to [great] detail.” SRU2 similarly commented that the more specific 
visual details can be abstracted out of the description. Specifically, 
for an image where sets of red concentric circles were overlaid on 
parts of an image to represent noise, SRU2 commented: “I don’t need 
details like, say, instead of saying red concentric rings ... It’s ok to just 
say that it’s indicating noises.” Two participants described that they 
wouldn’t want to consume any alt text for certain types of images 
altogether. SRU2 thought that repeated elements in slides like a 
company logo can simply be marked as decorative, even though 
they are not decorative in traditional definitions of alt text. SRU5 
suggested that another class of images, similar to “decorative,” can 
similarly be annotated as “alt text unnecessary.” This class of images 
includes those that do not provide additional information to the 
article or slide the image is a part of. SRU5 explained this category: 
“I have to say that to me, if there’s meaningful text and [the associated 
image] doesn’t add value to the definition of what is being described or 
discussed in a slide, then [I] don’t need to know it. It’s clutter.” These 
perspectives suggest that a simple dichotomy of “decorative” versus 
needing detailed alt text may not be sophisticated enough to meet 
SRU needs. 

5.1.2 Author understanding of alt text. Though most of our author-
participants were familiar with alt text, a few participants expressed 
uncertainty about alt text’s purpose. Half (n = 6) of our author-
participants thought that alt text was used by SRUs or individuals 
who were blind or low vision, and five participants commented 
that it was used broadly to improve accessibility. Two participants 
commented that it was supposed to help people with other differ-
ences, including language barriers or learning disabilities. Surpris-
ingly, two participants mentioned non-accessibility uses of alt text, 
with one using it as a generic description or caption and another 
using the field to put attribution information (e.g., the photogra-
pher). These results suggest that the current simple description 
that accompanies the alt text field in PowerPoint, “How would you 
describe this object and its context to someone who is blind?” may 
be insufficient or overlooked in current alt text workflows. 
What information to include. Authors’ views for what should 
be included in alt text fell into two main (non-exclusive) cate-
gories: summary information and specific details. Summary infor-
mation was meant to provide a broad overview of the image for the 
consumer. Participants specifically mentioned that they included 
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prominent features (n = 3), the “story” that the image conveys (n 
= 2), a general overview (n = 1), or what they (the author) would 
want to know about the image if they could not see it (n = 4). The 
more specific details that participants discussed included names of 
prominent individuals or places (n = 2) and personal characteristics 
of people in photos including gender, race, or style of clothing (n = 
4). Finally, participants mentioned two types of information that 
they include in alt text that do not purely describe visual elements 
of the image; six participants added additional context (e.g., rele-
vant background information) for the image, and five participants 
included information about why the photo was included in the Pow-
erPoint or the “main takeaway” that they wanted their consumer 
to receive from the image. For example, A6 explains: “Probably the 
first sentence is what I perceive given all the background knowledge I 
have about that figure and peripherals.” Only two participants (both 
of whom were experienced in writing alt text) commented that 
the alt text that they would provide for an image depends on the 
broader message of what they want to convey to the consumer. 
Difficulty in writing alt text. Several author participants across 
alt text experience levels conveyed uncertainty about what to in-
clude in alt text. A3 questioned: “What’s alt text versus what’s a 
caption? I don’t really know.” They further stated that, when writing 
alt text, they are not sure of “what kind of context to put in it, [and] 
where to begin and end.” Particularly with complex images, par-
ticipants tended to express uncertainty for how to describe them. 
For a non-photograph infographic with three separate sub-figures 
(Figure 5-left), A7 recognized that she may not have enough un-
derstanding of what SRUs want to hear about such an image: “I 
should talk to somebody [who] has accessibility issues to understand 
what they would like to see as opposed to what I can see ... how do you 
explain a complex image like that really and give it enough detail that 
they would understand what you’re trying to convey in the different 
tiles?” Regardless of expertise, people were unsure of how to write 
or what to include in alt text. 

5.2 Automatic Alt Text 
Automatic alt text often comes prepopulated in an application’s alt 
text field (e.g., PowerPoint; Figure 4). When we discussed automatic 
alt text with participants, we found that SRUs thought it was better 
than nothing, but that it still needed to improve. Authors also felt 
the automatic alt text needed improvement and was often wrong. 
Still, authors preferred to be shown the automatic alt text. However, 
we saw that alt text quality was often lower when it was modified 
by editing automatic alt text rather than composed starting with a 
blank box. Additionally, when discussing what “acceptable” alt text 
is for SRUs and authors, we saw that their standards were not the 
same; authors often ranked SRU-defined unacceptable alt text as 
“acceptable.” 

5.2.1 SRU perspectives of automatic alt text: improving, but lacking. 
SRU participants were wary of the quality of automatic alt text, 
though half (n = 3) of them stated that it is better than nothing. 
On the other hand, half (n = 3) of the participants discussed that 
the automatic alt text is often not very accurate, especially in the 
cases of non-photographs; three participants commented on how 
screenshots were often described as “a screenshot of a cellphone” 
in PowerPoint. SRU5 noted concerns regarding an AI system that is 

getting better but is not yet fully accurate: “A lot of times it’s going 
to be very accurate. Sometimes it’s not and I think that what this 
creates is a false sense of security in that users may or may not know 
that that is an actual valid description.” SRU6 further commented 
that the automatic alt text can only improve so much in quality, 
since an AI system does not have a good grasp of the context of 
the image or the reason it was included. Overall, while many SRU 
participants commented on the improving automatic alt text, it is 
still unacceptable in many cases (particularly infographics) and is 
subject to bias. 

5.2.2 Authors prefer having automatic alt text as a starting point. In 
general, sighted author sentiment towards PowerPoint’s automatic 
alt text was negative. Most author participants who commented 
on its quality fell between “usually unhelpful” and “totally wrong.” 
However, there were a few photographs where author participants 
commended the system for a high-quality automatic alt text. Inter-
estingly, despite the overall low opinion of the quality, the majority 
(n = 8) of author participants preferred having the prepopulated 
automatic alt text suggestion in the PowerPoint interface. 

Overall, author participants preferred having the automatic alt 
text because it provided assistance in the alt text writing process; 
nine participants appreciated that it was a “starting point” for craft-
ing their own alt text. This assistance made the process faster, easier, 
and less work. As A3 explained: “What I like about the AI suggestions 
is that it makes me feel like somebody is helping me and I like that 
because I’m more inclined to put the effort into it because I’m like, ‘Oh, 
you don’t have to do it alone.’ ” Participants stated that automatic 
suggestions were worth including if they were right some of the 
time; if it was wrong, it still was not a large cost to them. 

5.2.3 The effect of automatic alt text. We compared alt text that was 
generated with a blank text box and when a text box was prefilled 
with automatic alt text. By final alt text, we refer to the automatic 
alt text post-user editing. Table 2 presents an example of the alt 
text A6 wrote for an image when starting from a blank textbox 
and a textbox prefilled with the automatic alt text. Interestingly, 
gender was often excluded when starting from the automatic alt 
text even though every participant included gender in the very first 
description they wrote for the shared image of a person sitting at a 
table with a cup of coffee (without seeing the automatic alt text). 

More generally, we found that the presence of automatic alt 
text as a starting point negatively affected final alt text quality. We 
ranked the quality of the alt text generated for two images for each 
participant with and without the presence of the prefilled automatic 
alt text (24 pairs of alt text total). Overall, the average alt text quality 
rating when starting from a blank text box (M = 2.96, SD = .81) was 
higher than that when starting from the automatic alt text (M = 
2.38, SD = .50). The difference in the final alt text quality between 
the two interface conditions was significant (Wilcox signed-rank 
test: Z = 55, p < .01). 

Author participants’ reflections provided insight into why auto-
matic alt text may have affected quality: it was viewed as a “gold 
standard” of good alt text. For example, A3 reflected on their ex-
periences writing alt text with and without the automatic alt text 
present. When starting from scratch, they wrote 1-2 sentences for 
each image. They wrote only one sentence when starting from the 
automatic alt text. They reflected: “In the automatic alt text one, 
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Figure 5: Two of our participants’ images. The left is an example of a complex image. It has three sub-figures, each containing 
a small infographic. The participant indicated that she was unsure how to best write alt text for this image. The alt text created 
for the right photo, the Taj Mahal, was incomplete. “White building on a green lawn with a walk way leading up to people 
gathered around” omits the name of the building. 

Table 2: A sample of the alt texts one author created in the study. The author wrote alt text for this image a total of four times. 
The alt texts shown in this table were generated in Task 1 by starting from a blank text box and starting from a box prefilled 
with the automatic alt text. They provided considerably less detail for alt text when starting from the automatic alt text. 

Automatic alt text Author alt text starting from blank interface Author alt text from 
automatic alt text 

A person sitting on 
a table 

A young lady with dark curly hair and glasses, sitting down 
at a coffee table. She is holding an espresso cup with her right 
arm and leaning her head on her left hand. 

A young female person 
sitting on a table, smiling 
at the camera. 

I think [the provided automatic alt texts] were single sentences ... 
There was no expectation to make them anything more than that.” 
Similarly, A4 commented that they made their descriptions more 
vague, since the automatic alt text lacked detail. One participant, 
A8, commented that they were wary of automatic alt text being 
interpreted as the “gold standard” of alt text quality. In their opin-
ion: “It’s probably better not to have a prefilled generic description 
[by default in PowerPoint]. In certain situations, that just erases out 
important characteristics like demographic, ethnicity, or character-
istics of the people described in the images. At scale, I think what 
that would lead to is for more people, just to accept that as the de 
facto description, and I think that’s not fair and not okay.” In these 
examples, we found that the automatic alt text acted as a standard 
of quality for many of our author participants, leading to shorter, 
less detailed final alt text. 

5.2.4 Characteristics of “acceptable” automatic alt text. When asked 
what characteristics are key for “acceptable” automatic alt text, SRU 
participants were most adamant about the accuracy and complete-
ness. Five SRUs mentioned inaccurate alt text was unacceptable, 
with two participants saying this is “misleading.” Three SRUs com-
mented on the fact that, for a photo of a person sitting at a table, 
the automatic alt text said they are sitting on the table rather than 
at the table: “that’s a very different picture” (SRU6). The other key 
characteristic of “acceptable” alt text was completeness of infor-
mation (n = 3). Three SRUs were put off when reading the alt text 
written for the Taj Mahal and some versions did not include the 

name of the building (Figure 5-right). Overall, it was apparent that 
accuracy and completeness were critical to acceptable alt text, but 
not necessarily characteristics like “using natural language.” 

We found that our author and SRU participants’ definitions of 
“acceptable” alt text differed. While a few authors mentioned look-
ing for accuracy and completeness in alt text, they did mention 
that their “bar was pretty low,” or they expected the AI system to 
incorporate “just the basics” of the image. After authors rated the 
automatic alt text for several images, we saw author-rated “accept-
able” alt text was not always complete or accurate. For example, 
A3 said that the automatic alt text “A large crowd of people” was 
acceptable for a picture, when this alt text left out key information: 
everyone was dressed in white and red for a festival. The author did 
include this detail when writing their own alt text from scratch for 
this photo, but rated the incomplete automatic alt text as acceptable. 
Regarding inaccuracy, eight of the 11 authors4 rated the alt text “a 
person sitting on a table” as acceptable. This same alt text was rated 
unanimously as unacceptable by our SRU participants because the 
person is not sitting on the table. In summary, there was a mismatch 
between SRU and author definitions of acceptability for automatic 
alt text. 

5.3 Effects of Interface Variants 
Author participants tested interface variants both for providing 
feedback about the quality of automatic alt text and for authoring 

4One author ran out of time and did not complete this exercise. 
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alt text. The feedback interfaces were well received and noted as 
fast and easy. However, some participants reported they would 
be less likely to edit the automatic alt text to make it acceptable 
if it was needed. Authoring interfaces provided the authors with 
suggestions for what to include in the alt text, which was valued by 
participants. The interface variants led to higher quality alt text half 
of the time (n = 12) compared to the original PowerPoint interface; 
in the other half, interface variants either produced the same (n = 
9) or lower quality (n = 3) alt text than the PowerPoint interface. 

5.3.1 Author feedback mechanisms for automatic alt text. Two in-
terfaces asked participants to determine if automatic alt text was 
acceptable or unacceptable; one used thumb icons located directly 
below the image (Figure 2d), and the other used check boxes in 
the existing alt text edit pane (Figure 2c). Author participants ex-
pressed positive sentiments towards the feedback interface, stating 
that the interface was fast (n = 3) and easy to use (n = 6). Irre-
spective of feedback interface style, three authors appreciated the 
opportunity to provide feedback to the system. The majority of 
participants (n = 8) preferred interacting with the icon-based inter-
face overall, often because of the naturalness of the icons and the 
limited reading required. With respect to feedback location, opinion 
was split. Six participants preferred the pane location for reasons 
such as freeing up slide space or mimicking PowerPoint interface 
styles; five preferred the feedback positioned below the image, often 
commenting on the convenient close proximity to the image. The 
positive attitudes towards the feedback interface suggest that this 
interface alteration could provide an engaging method to collect 
feedback from PowerPoint authors about the quality of automatic 
alt text, which could be valuable for training future iterations of 
vision-to-language systems. 

Interestingly, we found that surfacing the feedback interface 
affected self-reported likelihood of editing alt text after providing 
feedback. Two participants who said it would increase their engage-
ment reasoned that the feedback draws their attention to errors 
in the alt text. On the other hand, two participants reported they 
would be less likely to edit the alt text, since they had already pro-
vided the system feedback on the alt text via the feedback interface: 
“If I’m telling them that this is not right, I would expect them to ... 
understand that they need to fix it. I wouldn’t add any text.” (A5). 
Further research (preferably a field deployment) with larger sam-
ples should investigate if and how asking for feedback impacts 
automatic alt text editing rates. 

5.3.2 Alt text authoring interfaces. Two interface variants sup-
ported authors in generating alt text from scratch. Both variants 
provided suggestions and examples for what to include in alt text. 
However, the free-form interface provided a single text box for en-
try (Figure 2a), whereas the template interface asked participants 
to respond to each suggestion separately (Figure 2b). Participants 
commented that the suggestions helped them better structure (n 
= 8) and know what should be included in the alt text (n = 7): “It’s 
kind of nice to have that detail ... so you’re just not out there, like 
‘what should I put?’ or ‘what do they want me to talk about?’ So, you 
know that you’re going in on the right areas ...” (A4). Additionally, 
the suggestions made five participants look closer at the image 
and/or increase the detail that they felt they included in the alt 
text. However, one participant pointed out that the suggestions are 

only helpful if they are relevant to the image, indicating that the AI 
algorithm that selects the tips to show would need to be accurate. 
Subjective preference. Experience with alt text influenced which 
interface the participant preferred. Five participants preferred the 
free-form interface, all but one of whom had experience writing 
alt text, and four preferred the template interface, all of whom 
had either never authored alt text in PowerPoint before or had 
little experience doing so. These preferences indicate that the extra 
scaffolding of the template interface may be beneficial to people 
with little experience with alt text. 

People generally had positive sentiments towards the free-form 
interface. Although one participant was adamant that this inter-
face had too much text, the other participants appreciated that it 
increased the detail they included in the alt text and helped them 
know what to include. People had stronger feelings towards the 
template interface. Authors who preferred the free-form interface 
commented that the template interface was too slow, took too much 
effort, and was tedious. Additionally, they did not like having to 
click through multiple boxes, especially when the fields were pre-
populated with automatic alt text. Of the participants who preferred 
the template interface, three stated that it felt easier to respond to 
each suggestion rather than fill in an empty box. 
Quality of alt text. The interface variations affected the quality 
of the alt text when measured by the researchers using the four-
point scale [8] as described in Section 4.3. We compared the alt text 
generated by a participant for an image with three interfaces: 1) the 
current PowerPoint interface (Figure 4); 2) the free-form interface 
(Figure 2a); and 3) the template interface (Figure 2b). We did this 
for two images per participant (24 images total). The results are 
summarized in Figure 6. Overall, there were nine instances (five 
green circles for Template + four for Free-form in Figure 6) where 
the interfaces we created resulted in higher quality alt text; however, 
the PowerPoint interface did outperform the interfaces we created 
three times. 

Six SRU participants also ranked the quality of alt text generated 
under these three authoring interface conditions. Each SRU ranked 
multiple versions of alt text for three different images (with six par-
ticipants, this is 18 rankings total). For one image, the PowerPoint 
interface generated the alt text favored by the most participants (n 
= 4), and in the other two images, the free-form interface generated 
the most favored alt text (n = 4 and n = 3, respectively). These data 
suggest that the tips interface encouraged alt text authors to create 
text that is more closely aligned to SRU preferences. 

6 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In this section, we dive deeper into the results and takeaways of 
our studies. In summary, our results highlight the importance of 
end-user customization in future alt text solutions. We also found 
gaps between what SRUs require in alt text (e.g., context) and what 
authors think to include. We discuss which interface changes are 
valuable to make now (e.g., adding suggestions for alt text authors) 
and those that need further studying before integration in main-
stream systems (e.g., feedback interfaces). Finally, we briefly reflect 
on the limitations of our studies and the need of a field deployment 
study. 
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Figure 6: The rankings for the alt text created for 24 images with three interfaces each: overall, the alt texts generated with 
the template interface were rated the best while the alt texts with the free-form one were slightly better than those composed 
with PowerPoint’s default interface. Each circle represents the quality of the alt text for one image under one interface variant; 
therefore, each row (interface) has 24 circles with the number in the circle indicating the image id. The column groupings 
indicate the absolute quality of the alt text on a 1 (worst) to 4 (best) scale. The color of the circle indicates the relative quality 
of the alt text compared to alt text generated by the other interfaces for the same image. If an alt text was the best of all three 
interface variants for an image, the circle is green. Many times, there was a tie in quality, which are represented by purple and 
orange color. 

6.1 One-Size-Fits-All Solution is Suboptimal 
Our findings support the need for personalized alt text, and suggest 
that a one-size-fits-all solution is suboptimal. SRUs differed in key 
dimensions of alt text preferences, including what information to 
include in alt text (e.g., colors, names), the level of detail of alt text 
(e.g., some SRUs considered level of detail more important than 
conciseness), and even what images should have alt text (e.g., two 
SRUs noted classes of images for which they would not desire to 
hear alt text). Customization of alt text is a challenging problem; 
given that human time and attention is scarce, it is likely unreason-
able to ask an author to write multiple versions of alt text (e.g., a 
detailed and a summarized version). 

One potential method to support customization is to encourage 
annotating portions of alt text so that information can be included 
or excluded easily. For example, attributes about the scenery or the 
colors present in a photo could be annotated as such. SRUs could 
select the classes of information they care about and exclude the 
others by default. This solution echos the ideas from SRUs of hav-
ing more metadata about visual descriptions that supports drilling 
down to find specific types of information (e.g., the trend of a graph). 
We explored one method of annotation with our template author-
ing interface. Each text box in the template inherently received 
annotation via the associated prompt (e.g., “what was the main 
purpose of this image?”). However, this solution was not perfect. 
The words written in the different text boxes of the template were 
often redundant or fragmented and hard to understand when the 
alt text was read by SRUs. 

As an alternative to author-generated labels, tools could be built 
to allow crowd workers to assign annotations to specific parts of 
the alt text. A dataset of enough of these labels could be used to 
train an AI system to annotate the captions. Future research should 
investigate what categories of annotations would be valuable for 
SRUs (e.g., graph trends, colors, layout, subject), building upon 
existing work [1, 19]. 

Finally, AI may be able to help generate summarized forms of alt 
text using natural language processing techniques (e.g., extraction-
based text summarization) based on user preferences. However, it 
may be challenging to eliminate specific types of descriptions (e.g., 
colors, layout) and maintain the grammatical correctness of the 
sentence. 

6.2 Context is Key 
SRU participants highlighted the importance of including context 
(i.e., why an image was included in a slide deck) in the alt text, which 
was not a trait considered by many of our author participants. This 
insight expands prior work that notes that the context of an image 
(e.g., e-commerce site, dating app) determines how the image should 
be described [19]. SRUs’ desire to understand the reason an image 
was used implies that people who did not author the slide deck 
lack all of the information required to write high-quality (or judge 
the quality of) alt text. Even so, crowd workers or AI systems may 
still hold a place in the alt text workflow. For example, authors can 
be encouraged to include information that only they know (e.g., 
why an image was used) over other types of information. Then, 
information that is purely visual description (e.g., describing what 
is in the image) can be created by crowd workers or AI systems. 
Indeed, the crowd worker or AI generated captions may be higher 
quality if they know the image’s purpose. 

One way to make aspects of context explicit is to create classes of 
“image purposes.” “Decorative” is an existing example of denoting 
image purpose in alt text. Other options for the purpose an image 
serves could include “presenting new information” or “visually 
reaffirming textual content.” Asking authors to annotate the image 
purpose via checkbox (in addition to writing alt text) could provide 
multiple benefits. First, this metadata would support screen reader 
customization; a reader could specify that they only want to hear alt 
text for images that contribute new information to a slide. Second, 
the image purpose could influence suggestions for what to include 
in the alt text. For example, images that are included to reaffirm 
textual content may need brief, high level descriptions, but images 
that contribute new content may need detailed alt text. Exploring 
the different classes of purposes that images serve and how the alt 
text should change based on image purpose should be investigated 
in future work. 

6.3 Interface Changes Affect Alt Text 
Engagement and Quality 

We found that interface variants used in our study affected au-
thors’ willingness to engage with the alt text (i.e., through feedback 
and/or edits) and also affected the final alt text quality. Regarding 
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feedback interfaces for automatic alt text, the lightweight interface 
encouraged more interaction for many participants. However, some 
participants mentioned that they would not be willing to both pro-
vide feedback and edit the automatic alt text. For this reason, field 
deployments need to compare alt text editing behavior before and 
after a feedback interface is introduced before any platform adopts 
such an interface at scale. 

Similarly, the authoring interface variations affected alt text 
engagement and quality. Both of our authoring interface designs 
provided tips for what to include in alt text, improving ease of text 
creation and author confidence. Our interface designs on average 
increased the alt text quality as judged by both a qualitative alt text 
scale and SRU rankings, though our sample of SRUs was small (n = 
6) and time allowed for ranking of only three images. While future 
studies should investigate if this trend persists with a larger sample 
size, our results show promise for integrating such a solution into 
content creation platforms to encourage higher quality alt text 
production that better matches SRU expectations. 

Our solution also suggests the use of a relatively simple AI that 
recognizes the difference between photographs and non-photographs, 
surfacing tailored prompts accordingly. Even without the applica-
tion of AI, simple prompts encouraging authors to include the 
subject of the image and the main takeaway and/or purpose of the 
image might lead to higher quality alt text. Experienced authors 
may do well with a simple list of suggestions. However, authors that 
are less experienced may benefit from a more structured approach 
that probes for specific information, as supported by prior alt text 
template research [13]. 

Finally, our findings suggest that automatic alt text affected the 
quality of the final alt text. Therefore, consideration should be taken 
as to how and when to surface it. In our study, presence of auto-
matic alt text never increased, and often decreased, the final alt text 
quality. Participant comments suggest that they viewed automatic 
alt text as a quality standard that needed to be met. While this view 
had one positive implication in our study (it steered participants 
away from assuming gender identities of photographees [1]), it also 
led to generally less detailed alt text. Educating users about the 
purpose and limitations of automatic alt text could help correct this 
view of automatic alt text as a gold standard. One way to educate 
users would be to encourage them to check for completeness and 
accuracy of the automatic alt text or prompt them to make specific 
edits, like adding information that SRUs desire but is challenging 
for an AI to recognize (e.g., context). Without such instructions, 
platforms should consider if it is appropriate to surface automatic 
alt text to authors; interface designers must balance the desire to 
not prime authors with low quality automatic alt text with the fact 
that without automatic alt text, there may be a higher incidence of 
images with no alt text at all. 

6.4 Authors Need a Better Understanding of 
High Quality Alt Text 

We found a clear mismatch between SRU and author understandings 
of “quality” alt text. Though SRUs prioritized traits such as accuracy 
and completeness, over half of the author participants ranked an 
inaccurate alt text as acceptable. These results indicate that, until 
differences between authors’ and SRUs’ mental models of quality 
alt text are resolved, authors might not provide accurate ratings 

about the quality of automatic alt text. On the other hand, allowing 
content authors to provide insights into the quality of automatic alt 
text is critical for building systems that are resilient to errors that 
are hard to diagnose with AI (e.g., avoiding offensive mistakes). A 
feedback interface that lists the necessary criteria of alt text quality 
for SRUs may help authors provide more accurate feedback about 
quality. 

6.5 Study Limitations 
Our work provides initial insights into the design of more effective 
and engaging methods of authoring alt text: our sample of 12 author 
interviewees from a technology company was enough to validate 
interface concepts. However, our study measured effectiveness and 
opinions through interview and usability testing sessions. While 
our participants reported that they would engage with alt text more 
given our interfaces, this cannot be validated without a broader 
field study, which would also allow for measures of actual instead 
of predicted use. In addition, experiments with a larger and more 
diverse set of participants would be beneficial 1) to confirm general-
izability beyond information workers, 2) to understand how author 
expertise can affect interface engagement and preferences, and 3) if 
adjustments need to be made to these interfaces in non-PowerPoint 
contexts. We note that, though our results were scoped to the con-
text of PowerPoint, we suspect that our findings generalize to other 
contexts with minor adjustments. For example, the same alt text 
interface is utilized by most Microsoft Office products, and a similar 
pane as shown in this work could be integrated into web interfaces 
as well. Finally, future work should investigate how to support SRU 
feedback about automatic alt text, as end user feedback is critical 
for improving AI systems. 

7 CONCLUSION 
In this work, we developed interface variants to facilitate authoring 
alt text and providing feedback for automatic alt text in Microsoft 
PowerPoint. We performed both combined interview and usability 
testing sessions with 12 sighted alt text authors, and interviews with 
six SRUs. Through our analysis, we found that authoring interfaces 
that support the authors in choosing what to include in the alt 
text were both well received by authors and resulted in higher 
quality alt text compared to the current interface (as judged by the 
researchers and SRUs). Interview results about automatic alt text 
and key aspects of “high-quality” alt text revealed a gap in alt text 
author and SRU opinions about alt text quality; these results suggest 
that alt text authors, particularly those who do not know the context 
for an image, may not provide accurate feedback about automatic 
alt text quality. Finally, we found a significant difference in quality 
of alt text generated from scratch versus by editing automatic alt 
text, suggesting that current author perceptions of and engagement 
with automatic alt text result in lower quality alt text. We hope 
that this work influences the construction of alt text authoring 
interfaces and the use of feedback mechanisms and automatic alt 
text in the future. 
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